On the appropriate use and interpretation of dietary diversity scores. Response to: ‘Farm production diversity and individual-level dietary diversity’ by Koppmair and Qaim

Madam

We read with great interest the reply from Koppmair and Qaim to the letter from Verger et al. questioning the interpretation of the Household Dietary Diversity Score (HDDS) as a proxy indicator for dietary quality. Furthermore, we appreciate the additional analysis Koppmair and Qaim carried out using individual dietary diversity scores. Nevertheless, we would like to raise several points regarding the answer of Koppmair and Qaim to remove any ambiguity about the appropriate use and interpretation of dietary diversity scores.

We agree with Koppmair and Qaim when they say that ‘the HDDS with twelve food groups is often used as an indicator of dietary quality at the household level’, but the point of our letter was precisely to highlight that this is a misinterpretation of the HDDS that is often made. In addition, in one of the studies cited to support this assertion, the authors indeed clearly discussed the limitations of household dietary diversity scores and rightly limited the interpretation of their results to household-level dietary diversity. In fact, Hoddinott and Yohannes initially showed that household dietary diversity was a good indicator of changes in household per capita energy availability and of changes in the per capita availability of energy from staples and non-staples. Based on these results, the current twelve-food-group version of the HDDS was and is still widely promoted by the US Agency for International Development and the FAO as a proxy of household economic access to food. To date, the HDDS has not been validated as a proxy indicator of dietary quality. Furthermore, household-level food access does not always reflect individual-level dietary intake. Inequitable allocation of food within households has long been recognized as an important determinant of individual diets and nutritional status even within food-secure households. For example, in northern Ghana it was found that the diets of children of influential members of the household were more adequate and that these children were taller than children of other family units. In South Asia, numerous studies have found that male family members have more adequate food intakes compared with female members because of differences in intra-household food allocation. Therefore, it may be taken that dietary diversity is not the sole dimension of dietary quality, which includes also adequacy, balance and moderation. Dietary diversity therefore does not equate to dietary quality and such an interpretation should be avoided. It is true, however, that dietary diversity is an indicator of dietary quality which is crucial in resource-poor settings, especially for vulnerable people like women of reproductive age and young children.

In many contexts, production diversification and improving market access may be synergistic approaches to improving diets. However, in the context of studies of linkages between agriculture, markets and food consumption, whether the objectives are to improve human nutrition, sustain productive ecosystems, ensure economic development or a combination of these, great care should be exercised when selecting and interpreting metrics. In order to allow comparisons across studies, regions or countries, it is crucial that standardized dietary diversity scores, accepted by the international scientific community, are used.
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